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Abstract
Lepton flavor violating (LFV) process e+e− → e+τ− induced by the four-Fermi
contact interactions at the International Linear Collider (ILC) is studied. Taking
account of the event selection conditions, it is shown that the ILC is sensitive to
smaller LFV couplings as compared to the measurement of τ → 3e process at the B-
factory experiment. The upper bounds on some of the LFV couplings are improved
by several factors using polarized e−/e+ beams at
√
s = 250 GeV and by an order
of magnitude at
√
s = 1 TeV.
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1 Introduction
Observation of neutrino oscillation [1] tells us that neutrinos have tiny mass and the
lepton flavor is no longer conserved. However, if neutrino mass is the only source of
lepton flavor violation (LFV), we may not be able to observe any LFV processes since
the size of phenomena is too small to measure experimentally. This is because the lepton
flavor symmetry is restored in the limit of massless neutrino. For example, the branching
fraction of LFV decay process µ→ eγ with non-zero neutrino mass is estimated as
Br(µ→ eγ) = 3
32pi
α |U∗eiUµi|2
(
mνi
mW
)4
< 10−48
( mνi
1 eV
)4
, (1)
where α, Uij and i denote the fine-structure constant, lepton-flavor mixing matrix and the
generation index, respectively.
On the other hand, some new physics models may have sources of LFV beyond the
neutrino mass, and it might be expected to observe sizable LFV effects at future experi-
ments. No signature of new physics, however, has been found yet at the LHC experiments,
so an interpretation of data at the LHC suggests that a scale of new physics is much higher
than O(TeV). In such a case, it is known that mediation by a heavy particle at collider
processes are described by four-Fermi contact interactions in a good approximation.
We study LFV process e+e− → e+τ− via four-Fermi contact interactions at the Inter-
national Linear Collider (ILC) [2]. One of the authors (G.C.C.) has studied possibilities
to search for LFV contact interactions in e+e− → e+`− and e−e− → e−`− at the ILC [3]
where ` stands for µ or τ . It was pointed out that present bounds on LFV contact in-
teractions for ` = µ from the measurement of Br(µ → 3e) at SINDRUM experiment [4]
are stringent so that no improvement of constraints on the LFV contact interactions is
expected at the ILC. Moreover, bounds on LFV interactions for ` = τ were obtained
merely by naive evaluation of signal and background cross sections at parton level.
In this paper, we introduce a selection using the variable m`T in order to reduce the
background process efficiently and investigate the sensitivity of ILC for the LFV contact
interaction taking account of detector effects. Moreover, we show that appropriate use
of lepton beam polarizations allows to reduce SM background and thus increases the
sensitivity to some of the LFV parameters, although the polarization may have negative
effect on signal events for certain parameters. We show that, even at the first stage of the
ILC experiment, i.e.,
√
s = 250 GeV with the integrated luminosity 2 ab−1 [6], the upper
bounds on some LFV contact interactions could be improved by several factors compared
to the previous bounds from Br(τ → 3e) at the Belle experiment [5]. The improvement
of the bounds could be nearly an order of magnitude for
√
s = 1 TeV.
There are some previous studies on this topic, e.g., refs. [7, 8]. Those works have
been done in the parton level without taking account of the hadronization/reconstruction
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efficiency of the τ -lepton at the detector. The effect of beam polarization has not been
evaluated and the analysis has been performed on only vector-type contact interactions [8]
while scalar-type interactions are examined in our study.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review our effective Lagrangian
given by LFV contact interactions and some observables at experiments. Results of nu-
merical analysis and constraints on LFV contact interactions will be given in Sec. III. We
give some discussions in Sec. IV. Sec. V is devoted to summarize our work.
2 Effective Lagrangian
The effective Lagrangian which describes the LFV process e+e− → e+τ− via contact
interactions consists of the following six operators after the Fierz rearrangement [9]
Leff = −4GF√
2
{g1 (τReL) (eReL) + g2 (τLeR) (eLeR)
+ g3 (τRγ
µeR) (eRγµeR) + g4 (τLγ
µeL) (eLγµeL)
+ g5 (τRγ
µeR) (eLγµeL) + g6 (τLγ
µeL) (eRγµeR)}+ h.c., (2)
where GF denotes the Fermi coupling constant, and the subscripts L and R represent
the chirality of a fermion f , i.e., fL(R) ≡ 1−(+)γ52 f . The six couplings gi (i = 1 ∼ 6) are
dimensionless parameters. The first two terms in eq. (2) are the scalar-type interactions,
while the others are the vector-type interactions.
In the limit of massless leptons, the spin-averaged differential cross section in the
center-of-mass (CM) system for e+e− → e+τ− is calculated from the effective Lagrangian (2)
as
dσ(e+e− → e+τ−)
d cos θ
=
G2F s
64pi
[
(G12 + 16G34) (1 + cos θ)
2 + 4G56
{
4 + (1− cos θ)2}] , (3)
where the parameter Gij is defined as
Gij ≡ |gi|2 + |gj|2. (4)
Integrating (3) over cos θ, the cross section is given as
σ =
G2F s
24pi
{G12 + 16(G34 +G56)} ≈ 4.4 fb
( √
s
250 GeV
)2{
G12 + 16(G34 +G56)
10−4
}
= 4.4 fb
( √
s
250 GeV
)2 6∑
i=1
ai
( gi
10−2
)2
, (5)
where a coefficient ai is given by 1 for i = 1, 2 and 16 for i = 3 ∼ 6, respectively.
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The LFV process τ → eee (τ → 3e) is also given by the same effective Lagrangian (2).
The branching ratio of τ → 3e is expressed in terms of Gij as
Br(τ → 3e) = ττ
τµ
(
mτ
mµ
)5
× 1
8
(G12 + 16G34 + 8G56)
≈ 0.022× (G12 + 16G34 + 8G56) , (6)
where ττ and τµ are the lifetime of τ and µ, respectively, and we adopt ττ = 2.91×10−13 s
and τµ = 2.20×10−6 s for the numerical evaluation [10]. The upper bound on Br(τ → 3e)
at 90% CL has been given by the Belle collaboration as [5]
Br(τ− → e−e+e−) < 2.7× 10−8, (7)
and the bound (7) can be read as upper limits on the LFV couplings Gij as
{G12, G34, G56} <
{
1.2× 10−6, 7.5× 10−8, 1.5× 10−7} . (8)
We give upper bounds (8) in terms of the LFV coupling gi for later convenience:
g1, g2 < 1.1× 10−3, g3, g4 < 2.7× 10−4, g5, g6 < 3.9× 10−4. (9)
Throughout this paper, we adopt the single-coupling dominant hypothesis to examine the
upper limit on the LFV couplings. For example, the limits (9) are obtained by allowing
only one coupling among six gi is finite while other five couplings are set to zero. The
size of the cross section (5) at
√
s = 250 GeV corresponding to the limits obtained by the
Belle collaboration (8) can be estimated as 5.3× 10−2 fb, 4.8× 10−2 fb and 1.1× 10−1 fb,
respectively. The limits of branching fraction (7) and other various LFV decay modes
of τ -lepton are expected to improve by one or two orders of magnitude at the super-
KEKB [11].
3 Constraints on LFV couplings at the ILC
In this section, we investigate sensitivity on the LFV couplings in (2) at the ILC. Through-
out our analysis, we useMadGraph5 aMC@NLO [12], PYTHIA 8 [13] andDELPHES 3 [14]
for event generations, hadronization and detector simulation, respectively. The limits on
the LFV couplings are estimated using MadAnalysis 5 [15].
In the detector simulation, we assume a detector like the ILD (International Large
Detector) at the ILC, which is expected to have good performance on the reconstruction
of the τ -lepton. The reconstruction efficiency in leptonic decay modes could be about
99% [16] in the pseudorapidity (η) range |η| < 2.4. In the hadronic decay modes such as
τ → piν, ρ(→ 2pi)ν, a1(→ 3pi)ν, the reconstruction efficiency is estimated as 95% for pi
and 90% for ρ and a1 modes, respectively [17].
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As a background to the signal process e+e− → e+τ−, we consider the SM process
e+e− → e+νeτ−ν¯τ . Among the diagrams generating this final state, the largest contri-
bution comes from the diagram where the W− boson, which is radiated off the e− in
e+e− → e+e−, transforms into τ−ν¯τ . We apply several event selection conditions to re-
duce contribution from this background process. As an example, we compare several event
distributions of the signal and background processes at
√
s = 1 TeV with an integrated
luminosity of Lint = 2 ab
−1 in Fig. 1. Signal events in the figure are obtained for the LFV
couplings g1 = 10
−3 and gi = 0 (i = 2 ∼ 6). The first row in Fig. 1 shows the distributions
of the transverse mass m`T defined as
(m`T )
2 = (|p`−T |+ |/pT |)2 − (p`
−
T + /pT )
2, (10)
where p`
−
T and /pT represent the transverse momentum of `
−(= e−, µ−) from the τ− decay
and the missing transverse momentum, respectively. Since the origin of /pT in the signal
event is neutrinos (ντ , ν`) from the τ decay, the m
`
T distribution has a peak below mτ
while the background process does not have such a peak due to the extra νe in addition to
(ντ , ν`) from the τ decay. In the figure, we also compare the transverse momentum, energy
and pseudorapidity of e+ in the final state, respectively. Taking account of differences
between signal and background distributions in Fig. 1, we require the following conditions
on m`T and pT (e
+):
m`T ≤ 10 GeV, (11)
pT (e
+) ≥ 70, 150, 300 GeV (√s = 250 , 500 GeV, 1 TeV). (12)
As an example, we show the number of events in signal and background (i) before applying
any cuts, (ii) requiring m`T ≤ 10 GeV, (iii) further requiring pT (e+) ≥ 300 GeV, in case
of g1 = 10
−3,
√
s = 1 TeV and Lint = 2 ab
−1 in Table 1. With these selections, the
contribution of the background process is reduced by a factor of 200 while keeping almost
60% of signal events.
signal background
(i) 1368 171120
(ii) 1167 9976
(iii) 779 801
Table 1: Number of events in signal and background events for g1 = 10
−3,
√
s = 1 TeV
and Lint = 2 ab
−1. Conditions (i)∼(iii) are: (i) no cut, (ii) m`T ≤ 10 GeV, (iii) pT (e+) ≥
300 GeV and m`T ≤ 10 GeV.
We define the statistical significance by S/
√
B, where S and B denote the number of
signal and background events, respectively. We set the upper bounds on the LFV cou-
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Figure 1: Event distributions of the transverse mass m`T , and the energy E, the transverse
momentum pT and the pseudo rapidity η for e
+. The unit of horizontal axis in m`T ,
E(e+) and pT (e
+) is GeV. Plots in the left- and the right-sides are signal and background
processes, respectively. Both events are evaluated for
√
s = 1 TeV and Lint = 2 ab
−1.
The LFV couplings in the signal events are set for g1 = 10
−3 and g2 ∼ g6 = 0.
plings gi by requiring S/
√
B = 2, which correspond to the upper limits at the 95.4% con-
fidence level. The number of events in both signal and background processes is obtained
for an integrated luminosity of Lint = 2 ab
−1 [6]. In Fig. 2, we show S/
√
B as a function
of the LFV couplings gi. Since, as shown in eq. (3), there are three pairs of six LFV
couplings as independent parameters in the differential cross section, we show three plots
for (g1, g2), (g3, g4) and (g5, g6) separately. Three colored lines stand for
√
s = 250 GeV
(green), 500 GeV (red) and 1 TeV (blue), respectively. Shaded region in three plots rep-
resent excluded range of the LFV coupling gi from the measurement of Br(τ → 3e) by the
Belle collaboration [5]. Since the cross section of the signal process is proportional to the
center-of-mass (CM) energy as shown in eq. (5), the upper bounds on the LFV couplings
are much severe for larger
√
s. We find that better bounds can be obtained at the ILC
with
√
s = 500 GeV and 1 TeV for all six parameters, compared to those from the Belle
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Figure 2: Statistical significance S/
√
B as function of the LFV couplings. Three colored
lines correspond to
√
s = 250 GeV (green), 500 GeV (red) and 1 TeV (blue), respectively.
The integrated luminosity is fixed at Lint = 2 ab
−1. The shaded region stands for the
excluded range of gi from Br(τ → 3e) at Belle [5].
experiment. On the other hand, for
√
s = 250 GeV, the upper limits on only g5, g6 could
be better (but marginal). These limits on gi are obtained with the integrated luminosity
of Lint = 2 ab
−1. For different Lint, the limits on the LFV couplings are scaled by a factor(
2 ab−1/Lint
)1/4
since the significance S/
√
B is proportional to
√
Lint while the number
of signal events S is proportional to the LFV coupling g2i .
Next we discuss the possibility to use polarized initial beams at the ILC. In some of the
SM background processes, the initial e− couples to the W -boson. Such processes could
be suppressed efficiently by polarizing the e− beam to be right-handed since W -boson
couples only to left-handed fermions. As the SM background process is dominated by the
initial helicity state e−L +e
+
R (97% at
√
s = 250 GeV and 92% at
√
s = 500 GeV or 1 TeV),
the ILC has a stronger sensitivity to couplings with e−R and e
+
L where SM contribution is
highly suppressed.
In Fig. 3 we give the significance S/
√
B for each LFV couplings with polarized electron
beam. We set the polarization of the e− beam to 80% (hereafter we denote it as P (e−) =
0.8). With this condition, the cross section of the background process is reduced to
17 fb from 86 fb in the unpolarized case. The upper bounds on some of LFV couplings
at S/
√
B = 2 are much improved as compared to the unpolarized case (Fig. 2) due to
the suppression of the background processes mediated by the W -boson as we expected.
For example, the upper limits on g2, g3 and g5 are better than those from the Belle
experiment even for
√
s = 250 GeV. Those improvements could be an order of magnitude
for
√
s = 1 TeV. On the other hand, the upper limits on the LFV couplings g1 and g4
are worse than the unpolarized case. Since the chirality of initial electron is left-handed
in the operators with the coupling g1 or g4, these operators do not contribute to the LFV
processes when the electron is polarized to be right-handed, thus causing suppression of
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the event rate. We also show the results where both e− and e+ beams are polarized as
P (e−) = 0.8, P (e+) = −0.3 in Fig. 4. The limits on g1 g3 and g6 are marginally better
than the previous case (P (e−) = 0.8) while g2, g4 and g5 are worse. The upper limits of
the LFV couplings at 95% CL in all cases (unpolarized, polarized beams) are summarized
in Table 2.
g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6
Belle [5] 1.1× 10−3 2.7× 10−4 3.9× 10−4
Belle II [18] 1.3× 10−4 3.2× 10−5 4.7× 10−5
unpolarized√
s = 250 GeV 2.2× 10−3 5.4× 10−4 5.3× 10−4
500 GeV 9.1× 10−4 2.2× 10−4 2.2× 10−4
1 TeV 2.8× 10−4 6.8× 10−5 6.6× 10−5
? [3] 9.4× 10−4 2.4× 10−4 2.3× 10−4
polarized (P (e−) = 0.8)√
s = 250 GeV 3.3× 10−3 1.1× 10−3 2.7× 10−4 8.2× 10−4 3.0× 10−4 4.7× 10−4
500 GeV 1.2× 10−3 4.0× 10−4 1.0× 10−4 3.0× 10−4 1.1× 10−4 1.7× 10−4
1 TeV 4.8× 10−4 1.6× 10−4 3.9× 10−5 1.2× 10−4 4.3× 10−5 6.6× 10−5
polarized (P (e−) = 0.8, P (e+) = −0.3)√
s = 250 GeV 2.7× 10−3 1.2× 10−3 2.2× 10−4 9.1× 10−4 3.4× 10−4 3.8× 10−4
500 GeV 1.0× 10−3 4.6× 10−4 8.4× 10−5 3.4× 10−4 1.2× 10−4 1.4× 10−4
1 TeV 4.0× 10−4 1.8× 10−4 3.3× 10−5 1.3× 10−4 4.8× 10−5 5.5× 10−5
Table 2: Summary of the upper limits on the LFV couplings at 95% CL. The limits for√
s = 1 TeV in ref. [3] are shown for comparison in the row with the symbol ?.
4 Discussions
Results of our study are summarized in Fig. 5. In the figure, we compare the upper limits
on the couplings from τ → 3e with three cases in the ILC experiment; (i) unpolarized
beam, (ii) polarized e− beam with P (e−) = 0.8, and (iii) polarized e− and e+ beams with
P (e−) = 0.8 and P (e+) = −0.3. The CM energy dependence (√s = 250 GeV, 500 GeV
and 1 TeV) of the upper limits is also shown in each plot of gi.
Fig. 5 tells us that the ILC with unpolarized beam can reach small LFV couplings for√
s = 1 TeV compared to the limits from the Belle experiment. Even for lower energy such
as
√
s = 250 GeV, as planned as a first stage of the ILC experiment, requiring the initial
e− beam to be right-handed makes the experiment sensitive to smaller LFV couplings
for g2, g3, g5 and g6 in the effective Lagrangian (2). The sensitivity of the ILC for the
LFV contact interactions might be competitive with the LFV search at the super-KEKB
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Figure 3: S/
√
B as a function of the LFV coupling gi with the e
− beam polarization
P (e−) = 0.8. The description on the colored lines and shaded region are the same with
those in Fig. 2.
experiment. The expected upper limits on the branching fractions of the τ LFV decays
at the Belle II can be found in [18], which are extrapolated from Belle results assuming
Lint = 50 ab
−1. The upper limit of Br(τ → 3e) in (7) at the Belle experiment, which has
been obtained using Lint = 782 fb
−1 [5], will be improved to be Br(τ → 3e) ∼ 4.2× 10−8.
Then, the limits on the LFV couplings gi are
√
4.2× 10−10/2.7× 10−8 ∼ 0.12 times
smaller than those from the Belle experiment. We give the expected upper limits of gi
at the Belle II experiment in Table 2. We find that, for
√
s = 1 TeV and P (e−) = 0.8,
the upper limits of g5 at the ILC is slightly better than that of Belle II while g2 and g3
are competitive. If the e+ beam is polarized in addition to e−, i.e., P (e−) = 0.8 and
P (e+) = −0.3, the limits on g2, g3 and g5 at the ILC with
√
s = 1 TeV are competitive
with the Belle II at 50 ab−1.
We briefly discuss the advantage to use the polarization beam for the LFV search at
the ILC. Throughout our analysis, we have been based on so called the single-coupling
dominant hypothesis, in which only one of six LFV couplings is finite and the rest are
assumed to be zero. However, to be realistic, it is necessary to study the case where
multiple LFV couplings exist. For example, let us assume that a scalar particle mediates
the LFV processes so that g1, g2 6= 0 and gi = 0 (i = 3 ∼ 6) in the effective Lagrangian (2).
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Figure 4: S/
√
B as a function of the LFV coupling gi with the beam polarization
P (e−) = 0.8 and P (e+) = −0.3. The description on the colored lines and shaded region
are the same with those in Fig. 2.
We compare in Fig. 6 the upper limits at 95% CL on (g1, g2) plane from (i) unpolarized
beam, (ii) P (e−) = 0.8, P (e+) = 0, and (iii) P (e−) = 0.8, P (e+) = −0.3 for √s =
250 GeV. As shown in the figure, the unpolarized beam constrains the combination
g21 + g
2
2. The polarized beam, however, constrains the LFV coupling g2 much severe
than the unpolarized case. This demonstrates that the beam polarization at the ILC can
achieve different sensitivities to g1 and g2 by a cross-section measurement.
We have so far discussed constraints on the LFV processes at the ILC without consid-
ering specific new physics models. It is easy to read our constraints on the LFV couplings
as those on new physics models with scalar or vector mediator. Suppose the following
interactions of a flavored scalar S or Z ′:
L ⊃ yα` `PαeS, qα` gZ′`γµPαeZ ′µ, (13)
where ` represents e or τ , and α = L, R denotes the chirality of the electron. The gauge
coupling of Z ′ boson is denoted by gZ′ , and yα` and q
α
` are dimensionless couplings. In
terms of couplings in eq. (13), the LFV couplings in the effective Lagrangian (2) can be
10
1Figure 5: Summary of limits on the LFV couplings gi for
√
s = 250 GeV, 500 GeV and
1 TeV. The bounds from the Belle experiment are shown in blue for comparison. The
limits on gi are shown for three cases: unpolarized beam (red), polarized e
− beam with
P (e−) = 0.8 (orange), polarized both e− and e+ beams with (P (e−), P (e+)) = (0.8,−0.3)
(green).
expressed as
gi ≈ 0.031× y
α
τ y
β
e
(mS/1 TeV)
2 (i = 1, 2) (14)
≈ 0.031× g2Z′
qατ q
β
e
(mZ′/1 TeV)
2 (i = 3 ∼ 6), (15)
where mS and mZ′ denote the scalar and Z
′ boson mass, respectively.
Our results are valid for a mediator mass M much larger than the momentum transfer
q, i.e. q2 M2. We adopted this condition because no signature of new physics has been
found at the LHC yet. However, if the mediator particle is baryophobic, it could not be
produced at the LHC and its mass can be as small as the momentum transfer at the ILC.
Then properties of the mediator particle could be studied at the ILC using, for example,
energy and/or angular distributions of the final states. Such a scenario might be another
possibility of the LFV processes at the ILC but beyond the scope of our paper.
5 Summary
We have studied the possibility of the ILC to search for the LFV process e+e− → e+τ−
via the four-Fermi contact interactions. Taking account of event selection conditions and
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Figure 6: Constraints on the scalar LFV couplings g1 and g2 for
√
s = 250 GeV. The
solid, dotted and dashed lines correspond to the unpolarized beam, P (e−) = 0.8, P (e+) =
0, and P (e−) = 0.8, P (e+) = −0.3, respectively.
polarization effects of the initial e− beam, we found that the ILC could improve the
upper bounds on the LFV couplings from the the measurement of Br(τ → 3e) by the
Belle collaboration. In these couplings, several factors of improvement is expected for√
s = 250 GeV, and the improvement becomes an order of magnitude for
√
s = 1 TeV
with beam polarization.
It is important to discriminate the dominant LFV couplings g1 ∼ g6 once the LFV pro-
cess is found in some experiments. This can be partly achieved by investigating the signal
strength with different beam polarization as we demonstrated for the scalar couplings g1
and g2. We note that there are other proposals for discrimination on the LFV contact
interactions using the polarization of τ -lepton in the τ+τ− production process [19, 20].
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